
Graphing and scientific calculators.

Math power of a PC in a graphing talc
Texas Instruments TI -92. TI spent hundreds of hours listening
to classroom math teachers, and this calculator is the result! Sym-
bolic manipulation in algebra and calculus provides an educa-
tional tool that was previously only found in a computer lab with
appropriate software. Special features include "pretty printing"
with mathematical expressions appearing as they are written on
the board or in text books, user -defined functions that extend and
enhance built-in functionality, split screens with high -resolution

display (240 by 128 pixels) being divided into right/left or top/bottom splits. Geometry features let students build
constructions interactively with points, lines, triangles, polygons and arcs. 3-D surface plots display the graph in
either wire frame or hidden surface style. Number and size of programs are limited only by the 70K of user
memory. RSU 11645728 229.99

Powerful graphing calculator for calculus,
advanced math, science and engineering
Texas Instruments TI -85. Equation -solving capabilities allow solving for any
variable in an equation, solving 30 simultaneous equations, and finding roots of a
polynomial up to 30th order. Calculus problems solved both numerically and
graphically -first and second derivatives, integrals, minimums, maximums, and inflec-
tion points. Statistics mode boasts 7 regression models. An unlimited number of data
points can be entered, analyzed and plotted. Handles real and complex numbers, vec-
tors, lists, and matrices up to 30x30.
RSU 10451466 139.99

Powerful RPN 3-D
graphic calculator
Hewlett Packard HP 48G.
Now the power of 3-D graph-
ing, charts, and lists are features
in an RPN graphic calculator.
You both view and enter equa-
tions just the way they appear
in text books. Use the pre -

created forms to enter data, minimizing keystrokes.
Includes a library of 300 standard scientific and engi-
neering equations that you can see symbolically on
the screen. Object -oriented programming for creating
applications. RSU 11646049 134.99

Hewlett Packard HP 38G. Powerful high -end graphing
calculator, yet easy to operate for high school students. Ac-
cess all functions through easy -to -read menus -no more
complicated keystroke memorization. Enter expressions in
simple, algebraic notation just like equations written on pa-
per. Split screen. IR transmitter/receiver lets you exchange
data with another HP -38G. RSU 11646031 114.99

Graphing
scientific with
financial features
Texas Instruments TI -83.
Useful for more classes and
more students -packed with
features students need for al-
gebra through calculus, plus sta-
tistics and finance. Includes

time -value of money, cash flows, amortization. Ad-
vanced statistics include hypothesis testing, computing
confidence levels. Interactive editor to solve Time/
Value/Money problems. RSU 11645736 119.99

Texas Instruments TI -82. Graphing calculator with easy -
to -use pull -down menus. Interactive graphing tools for func-
tion roots, max, min, derivatives, integrals. Comes with link
cable to share data with another TI -82.
RSU 10451458 109.99
Texas Instruments TI -80. Graphing calculator for middle
school-prealgebra and algebra. Advanced functions have
been moved to pull -down menus, leaving a simpler, unclut-
tered keyboard. Trig, statistics. R5U 11499779 69.99

Big -digit student scientific talc
EC -4038. Handles trig, one -variable statistics, com-
plex numbers and base -n math. Attractive decorator
colors in a protective hard case. 8 -digit mantissa, 2 -
digit exponent. 65-818 13.99

Scientific with fractions
Texas Instruments TI -30X. Student scientific cal-
culator does fraction calculations without converting
the numbers to decimal form first. Has trig and 1-
variaole statistics. Polar/rectangular conversions. Pro-
tectiw slide case. 65-814 14.99

RadioShack is your calculator store -scientific calculators for every need and every budget
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EC -4038 65-818 1 memory 8/2 1 13.99

FX-280 65-823 1 memory 10/2 1 14.99

TI -30X 65-814 3 memories 10/2 1 14.99

FX-65 65-530 1 memory 10/2 1 19.99

FX-7400G 65-809 8K RAM 9/2 2 6/99 49.99

11-80 RSU 11499779 7K RAM 10/2 2 6/99 69.99

CFX-9850+ 65-811 32K RAM color 10/2 2 36/255 t 99.99

TI -82 RSU 10451458 32K RAM 10/2 2 6/99 t 109.99

HP 38G RSU 11648031 32K RAM 12/3 2 Unlimited 114.99

TI -83 RSU 11645736 32K RAM 10/2 2 Unlimited t 119.99

HP 48G RSU 11646049 32K RAM 12/3 2 Unlimited t 134.99

11-85 RSU 10451466 32K RAM 12/3 2 Unlimited t 139.99

TI -92 RSU 11645728 70K RAM 12/2 2 Unlimited t 229.99

t Requires optional PC interface, available and sold separately through RadioShack Unlimited.

Items with an RSU number are available for fast shipment direct to your door from RadioShack Unlimited'''. Shipping and pnang information on page 4.


